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Abstract
We develop a dependent type theory that is based purely on in-
ductive and coinductive types, and the corresponding recursion and
corecursion principles. This results in a type theory with a small
set of rules, while still being fairly expressive. For example, all
well-known basic types and type formers that are needed for us-
ing this type theory as a logic are definable: propositional con-
nectives, like falsity, conjunction, disjunction, and function space,
dependent function space, existential quantification, equality, natu-
ral numbers, vectors etc. The reduction relation on terms consists
solely of a rule for recursion and a rule for corecursion. The reduc-
tion relations for well-known types arise from that. To further sup-
port the introduction of this new type theory, we also prove funda-
mental properties of its term calculus. Most importantly, we prove
subject reduction and strong normalisation of the reduction rela-
tion, which gives computational meaning to the terms.
The presented type theory is based on ideas from categorical
logic that have been investigated before by the first author, and
it extends Hagino’s categorical data types to a dependently typed
setting. By basing the type theory on concepts from category theory
we maintain the duality between inductive and coinductive types,
and it allows us to describe, for example, the function space as a
coinductive type.
Categories and Subject Descriptors F.4.1 [Mathematical Logic
and Formal Languages]: Mathematical Logic
Keywords Dependent Types, Inductive Types, Coinductive Types,
Fibrations
1. Introduction
In this paper, we develop a type theory that is based solely on de-
pendent inductive and coinductive types. By this we mean that the
only way to form new types is by specifying the type of their cor-
responding constructors or destructors, respectively. From such a
specification, we get the corresponding recursion and corecursion
principles. One might be tempted to think that such a theory is
relatively weak as, for example, there is no function space type.
However, as it turns out, the function space is definable as a coin-
ductive type. Other type formers, like the existential quantifier, that
[Copyright notice will appear here once ’preprint’ option is removed.]
are needed in logic, are definable as well. Thus, the type theory we
present in this paper encompasses intuitionistic predicate logic.
Why do we need another type theory, especially since Martin-
Lo¨f type theory (MLTT) (Martin-Lo¨f 1975) or the calculus of in-
ductive constructions (CoIC) (Paulin-Mohring 1993; Werner 1994;
Bertot and Caste´ran 2004) are well-studied frameworks for intu-
itionistic logic? The main reason is that the existing type theories
have no explicit dependent coinductive types. Gime´nez (Gime´nez
1995) discusses an extension of the CoIC with coinductive types
and guarded recursive schemes but proves no properties about the
conversion relation. On the other hand, Sacchini (Sacchini 2013)
extended the CoC with streams, and proves subject reduction and
strong normalisation. However, the problem of limited support for
general coinductive types remains. Finally, we should also mention
that general coinductive types are available in implementations like
Coq (Coq Development Team 2012), which is based on (Gime´nez
1995), Agda (Agda 2015) and Nuprl (Constable 1997). Yet, none
of these has a formal justification, and Coq’s coinductive types are
even known to have problems (e.g. related to subject reduction).
One might argue that dependent coinductive types can be en-
coded through inductive types, see (Ahrens et al. 2015; Basold
2015). However, it is not clear whether such an encoding gives rise
to a good computation principle in an intensional type theory such
as MLTT or CoIC, see (cLab 2016). This becomes an issue once
we try to prove propositions about terms of coinductive type.
Other reasons for considering a new type theory are of foun-
dational interest. First, taking inductive and coinductive types as
core of the type theory reduces the number of deduction rules con-
siderably compared to, for example, MLTT with W- and M-types.
Second, it is an interesting fact that the (dependent) function space
can be described as a coinductive type. This is well-known in cat-
egory theory but we do not know of any treatment of this fact in
type theories. Thus the presented type theory allows us to deepen
our understanding of coinductive types.
Contributions Having discussed the raison d’eˆtre of this paper,
let us briefly mention the technical contributions. First of all, we
introduce the type theory and show how important logical operators
can be represented in it. We also discuss some other basic examples,
including one that shows the difference to existing theories with
coinductive types. Second, we show that computations of terms,
given in form of a reduction relation, are meaningful, in the sense
that the reduction relation preserves types (subject reduction) and
that all computations are terminating (strong normalisation). Thus,
under the propositions-as-types interpretation, our type theory can
serve as formal framework for intuitionistic reasoning.
Related Work A major source of inspiration for the setup of our
type theory is categorical logic. Especially, the use of fibrations,
brought forward in (Jacobs 1999), helped a great deal in under-
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standing how coinductive types should be treated. Another source
of inspiration is the view of type theories as internal language or
even free model for categories, see for example (Lambek and Scott
1988). This view is especially important in topos theory, where final
coalgebras have been used as foundation for predicative, construc-
tive set theory (Aczel 1988; van den Berg and De Marchi 2007;
van den Berg 2006). These ideas were extended in (Basold 2015),
which discusses the categorical analogue of the type theory of this
paper, see also Sec. 2.
Let us briefly discuss other type theories that the present work
relates to. Especially close is the copattern calculus introduced
in (Abel et al. 2013), as there the coinductive types are also spec-
ified by the types of their destructors. However, said calculus does
not have dependent types, and it is based on systems of equations
to define terms, whereas the calculus in the present paper is based
on recursion and corecursion schemes.
To ensure strong normalisation, the copatterns have been com-
bined with size annotations in (Abel and Pientka 2013). Due to
the nature of the reduction relation in these copattern-based cal-
culi, strong normalisation also ensures productivity for coinduc-
tive types or, more generally, well-definedness (Basold and Hansen
2015). As another way to ensure productivity, guarded recursive
types were proposed and in (Bizjak et al. 2016) guarded recursion
was extended to dependent types. Guarded recursive types are not
only applicable to strictly positive types, which we restrict to in
this paper, but also to positive and even negative types. However,
it is not clear how one can include inductive types into such a type
theory, which are, in the authors opinion, crucial to mathematics
and computer science. Finally, in (Sacchini 2013) another type the-
ory with type-based termination conditions and a type former for
streams has been introduced. This type theory, however, lacks again
dependent coinductive types.
Outline The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Sec. 2,
we briefly discuss the ideas from category theory that motivate the
definition of the type theory. This section is strictly optional and can
be safely skipped. The type theory itself is introduced in Sec. 3, and
in Sec. 4 we give a host of examples and discuss the representation
of logical operators. After that, we justify in Sec. 5 the definition
of the typing rules of Sec. 3 by giving an untyped version of the
calculus. Moreover, this section serves as the technical basis for
the strong normalisation proof. Section 6 is devoted to proving
important properties of the type theory, namely subject reduction
in Sec. 6.1, and strong normalisation in Sec. 6.2. Finally, we make
concluding remarks and discuss future work in Sec. 7.
2. Categorical Dependent Data Types
Before we introduce the actual calculus, let us briefly describe the
structure the calculus shall capture. This is a short recap from (Ba-
sold 2015), to which we refer for more details. Note, that this sec-
tion is completely optional and only serves as motivation for those
familiar with category theory.
We begin with the definition of dialgebras and associated no-
tions, see (Hagino 1987).
Definition 2.1. Let C and D be categories and F,G : C Ñ D
be functors. An pF,Gq-dialgebra is morphism d : FX Ñ GX in
D for an object X in C. We say that a morphism f : X Ñ Y is
a dialgebra homomorphism from the dialgebra d : FX Ñ GX to
e : FY Ñ GY , if e ˝ Ff “ Gf ˝ d. This allows us to form the
category DiAlg pF,Gq of dialgebras and their homomorphisms.
Finally, a dialgebra is an initial (resp. final) pF,Gq-dialgebra if it is
an initial (resp. final) object in DiAlg pF,Gq, see (Basold 2015).
Let us discuss an example of a dialgebra in the category of sets.
Example 2.2. Let F,G : Set Ñ Set ˆ Set be given by
F “ x1, Idy and G “ xId, Idy, that is, F maps a set X to the pair
p1, Xq in the product category. Similarly, G, the diagonal functor,
maps X to pX,Xq. Now, let z : 1 Ñ N and s : N Ñ N
be the constant zero map and the successor on natural numbers,
respectively. It is then easy to see that pz, sq : F pNq Ñ GpNq is an
initial dialgebra. đ
Initial and final dialgebras will allow us to describe depen-
dent data types conveniently, where the dependencies are handled
through the use of fibrations.
Definition 2.3. Let P : EÑ B be a functor, whereE is called the
total category and B the base category. A morphism f : A Ñ B
in E is said to be cartesian over u : I Ñ J in B, provided that
i) Pf “ u, and ii) for all g : C Ñ B in E and v : PC Ñ I with
Pg “ u˝v there is a unique h : C Ñ A such that f ˝h “ g. For P
to be a fibration, we require that for every B P E and u : I Ñ PB
in B, there is a cartesian morphism f : A Ñ B over u. Finally, a
fibration is cloven, if it comes with a unique choice for A and f , in
which case we denoteA by u˚B and f by uB, as displayed in the
diagram on the right.
C
u˚B B E
PC
I PB B
g
!h
uB
PPg
v
u
On cloven fibrations, we can
define for each u : I Ñ J
in B a functor, the reindexing
along u, as follows. Let us de-
note by PI the category having
objects A with P pXq “ I and
morphisms f : A Ñ B with
P pfq “ idI . We call PI the fibre above I . The assignment of
u˚B to B for a cloven fibration can then be extended to a functor
u˚ : PJ Ñ PI . Moreover, one can show that id˚I – IdPI andpv ˝ uq˚ – u˚ ˝ v˚. In this work, we are mostly interested in split
fibrations, which are cloven fibrations such that the above isomor-
phisms are equalities, that is, id˚I “ IdPI and pv ˝ uq˚ “ u˚ ˝ v˚.
Example 2.4 (See (Jacobs 1999)). Important examples of fibra-
tions arise from categories with pullbacks. Let C be a category and
CÑ be the arrow category with morphisms f : X Ñ Y of C as
objects and commutative squares as morphisms. We can then de-
fine a functor cod : CÑ Ñ C by codpf : X Ñ Y q “ Y . This
functor turns out to be a fibration, the codomain fibration, if C has
pullbacks. If we are given a choice of pullbacks, then cod is cloven.
The split variant of this construction is given by the category
of set-indexed families over C. Let FampCq be the category that
has families tXiuiPI of objects Xi in C indexed by a set I . The
morphisms tXiuiPI Ñ tYjujPJ in FampCq are pairs pu, fq where
u : I Ñ J is a function and f is an I-indexed family of morphisms
in C with tfi : Xi Ñ YupiquiPI . It is then straightforward to show
that the functor p : FampCq Ñ Set, given by projecting on the
index set, is a split fibration. đ
To model dependent data types, we consider dialgebras in the
fibres of a fibration P : E Ñ B. Before giving a general account,
let us look at an important example: the dependent function space.
Example 2.5. Suppose that B has a final object 1, and let I P B.
Thus, there is a morphism !I : I Ñ 1, which gives rise to the
weakening functor !˚I : P1 Ñ PI . We can then show that for
each X P PI the dependent function space ΠIX is the final
p!˚I ,KXq-dialgebra, whereby KX is the functor mapping every
object toX and morphism to idX . That is to say, there is a dialgebra
evX : !
˚
I pΠIXq Ñ X that evaluates a function on an argument
from I , such that for each dialgebra f : !˚I pUq Ñ X there is a
unique λf : U Ñ ΠIX with evX ˝ !˚I pλfq “ f . đ
From a categorical perspective, the dependent function space is
actually a functor PI Ñ P1 that is, moreover, right adjoint to the
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weakening functor : !˚I % ΠI . To capture this, we allow data types
to have parameters.
Definition 2.6. Let C, D, X be categories, and F : XˆCÑ D
be a functor. We define a functor pF : CX Ñ DX between functor
categories by pF pHq “ F ˝ xIdX, Hy. (1)
Let G : XˆCÑ D be another functor. A parameterised pF,Gq-
dialgebra is an p pF , pGq-dialgebra, that is, a natural transformation
δ : pF pHq ñ pGpHq for a functor H : XÑ C.
Example 2.7. The dependent function space ΠI functor is a final,
parameterised pG, pi1q-dialgebra, where G, pi1 : PI ˆ P1 Ñ PI ,
G “ !˚I ˝pi2 and pi1 is the product projection. This is a consequence
of the fact that pi1pX,Uq “ KXpUq, GpX,Uq “ !˚I pUq, and that
for each X the function space ΠIX is a final p!˚I ,KXq-dialgebra.
This allows us to prove that the evaluation evX is natural in X and
that ΠI is final in DiAlg
´ pG,xpi1¯. đ
Let P : E Ñ B be a cloven fibration, I P B and u a tuple
u “ pu1, . . . , unq of morphisms uk : Jk Ñ I in B. Then for
every X there is a functor Gu : XˆPI Ñśnk“1 PJk given by
Gu “ xu˚1 , . . . , u˚ny ˝ pi2. (2)
Now we are in the position to define what it means for a category
to have strictly positive, dependent data types.
Definition 2.8. Given a cloven fibration P : E Ñ B we define
by mutual induction data type completeness, the class S of strictly
positive signatures and the class D of strictly positive data types.
We say that P is data type complete, if for all pF, uq P S an
initial p pF , xGuq- and final pxGu, pF q-dialgebra exists. We denote their
carriers by µp pF , xGuq and νpxGu, pF q, respectively. A pair pF, uq is
a strictly positive signature, if pF, uq P S by the first rule in Fig. 1.
Finally, a strictly positive data type is a functor F P D, as given by
the other rules in Fig. 1.
3. Typed Syntax
We introduce our type theory through its typing rules, following
the categorical syntax just given. All definitions of this section are
given by mutual induction, which we justify in Sec. 5.
Before we formally introduce the typing rules, let us give an
informal overview of the syntax. First of all, we will have two
kinds of variables: type constructor variables and term variables.
This leads us to use well-formedness judgements of the form
Θ | Γ1 $ A : ˚,
which states thatA is a type in the type constructor variable context
Θ and the term variable context Γ1.
The type constructor variables in Θ are meant to capture types
with terms as parameters (dependent types), thus we need a means
to deal with these parameter dependencies. The way we chose to
do this here is by introducing parameter contexts and instantiations
thereof.So we generalise the above judgement to
Θ | Γ1 $ A : Γ2 _ ˚,
in which A is a type constructor in the combined context Θ | Γ1
with parameters in Γ2. Suppose that Γ2 “ x1 : B1, . . . , xn : Bn
and that we are given Γ1 $ tk : Bkrt1{x1, . . . , tk´1{xk´1s,1 then
the instantiation of A with these terms is denoted by
Θ | Γ1 $ A@ t1 @ ¨ ¨ ¨@ tn : ˚.
1 Read: In the term variable context Γ1, tk is a term of type Bk .
Note, however, that the arrow _ is not meant to be the function
space in a higher universe, rather parameter contexts are a syntactic
tool to deal elegantly with parameters of type constructors. We
illustrate this with a small example. Let Γ2 and t1, . . . , tn be as
above, and let X be a type constructor variable. The type system
will allow us to form the judgement
X : Γ2 _ ˚ | Γ1 $ X : Γ2 _ ˚,
and then instantiate X with the terms t1, . . . , tn to obtain
X : Γ2 _ ˚ | Γ1 $ X @ t1 @ ¨ ¨ ¨@ tn : ˚.
Besides parameter instantiation, we also allow variables to be
moved from the term variable context into the parameter context
by parameter abstraction. Through these two mechanisms we can
deal smoothly with type constructor variables, which are dependent
types with parameters. As an example we will be able to form
X : px : B, y : Bq_ ˚ | H $ pzq.pX @ z@ zq : pz : Bq_ ˚.
Similar to type constructors with parameters, we also have terms
with parameters, and instantiations for them. A term with parame-
ters will be typed by a parameterised type of the shape Γ2 _ A. A
term s with Γ1 $ s : Γ2 _ A can be instantiated with arguments,
just like type constructors: If Γ2 “ x1 : B1, . . . , xn : Bn and
Γ1 $ tk : Bkrt1{x1, . . . , tk´1{xk´1s for 1 ď k ď n, then
Γ1 $ s@ t1 @ ¨ ¨ ¨@ tn : Ar #—t { #—x s,
where Ar #—t { #—x s denotes the simultaneous substitution of the tk for
the term variables xk. In the case of terms, however, we do not
allow parameter abstraction. We will rather be able to define the
(dependent) function space as coinductive type, thus we do not need
an explicit type constructor for it and also no explicit λ-abstraction.
Having set up how we deal with type constructor variables, we
come to the heart of the calculus. Since it shall have inductive and
coinductive types, we give ourselves type constructors that resem-
ble the initial and final dialgebras for strictly positive signatures
in Sec. 2. These type constructors are written as
µpX : Γ _ ˚ ; #—σ ; #—Aq and νpX : Γ _ ˚ ; #—σ ; #—Aq,
where #—σ “ σ1, . . . , σn are tuples of terms, which we will use
for substitutions, and
#—
A “ A1, . . . , An are types with a free type
constructor variable X . In view of the categorical development,
the σk are the analogue of the morphisms uk in the base category
that were used for reindexing, and the types Ak correspond to the
projections of the functor F . Thus p #—A, #—σ q will take the role of a
strictly positive signature in the type theory.
Accordingly, we will associate constructors and a recursion
scheme to inductive types, and destructors and a corecursion
scheme to coinductive types. Suppose, for example, that we have
X : Γ _ ˚ | Γk $ Ak : ˚, Γ “ x1 : B1, . . . , xn : Bn and
σk “ pt1, . . . , tnq. The kth constructor of µpX : Γ _ ˚ ; #—σ ; #—Aq
will have the type, using the shorthand µ “ µpX : Γ _ ˚ ; #—σ ; #—Aq,
$ αk : pΓk, z : Akrµ{Xsq_ pµ@ t1 @ ¨ ¨ ¨@ tmq .
αk can now be instantiated according to the parameter context:
Suppose, for simplicity, that Γk “ y : C for some type C that
does not depend on X ,2 and that we are given a term Γ $ s : C.
For a recursive argument Γ $ u : Akrµ{Xsrs{ys, we obtain
Γ $ αk @ s@u : pµ@ t1 @ ¨ ¨ ¨@ tmqrs{ys.
The rest of the type and term constructors are the standard
rules one would then expect. It should also be noted that there is
a strong similarity in the use of destructors for coinductive types to
those in the copattern language in (Abel et al. 2013). Moreover, the
2 This is the strict positivity condition we will impose.
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D “śni“1 PJi F P DCˆPIÑD u “ pu1 : J1 Ñ I, . . . , un : Jn Ñ Iq
pF, uq P SCˆPIÑD
A P PJ
KPIA P DPIÑPJ
C “śni“1 PIi
pik P DCÑPIk
f : J Ñ I in B
f˚ P DPIÑPJ
Fi P DPIÑPJi i “ 1, 2
xF1, F2y P DPIÑPJ1ˆPJ2
F1 P DPIÑPK F2 P DPKÑPJ
F2 ˝ F1 P DPIÑPJ
pF, uq P SCˆPIÑD
µp pF , xGuq P DCÑPI
pF, uq P SCˆPIÑD
νpxGu, pF q P DCÑPI
Figure 1. Closure rules for data type complete categories
definition scheme for generalised abstract data types in (Hamana
and Fiore 2011) describes the same inductive types.
We now define the well-formed types and terms of the calculus
through several judgements, each of which has its own set of
derivations rules. It is understood that the derivability of these
judgments is defined by simultaneous induction. So, Definitions
3.1, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.7 should be seen as one simultaneous definition.
It is assumed that we are given two disjoint, countably infinite
sets Var and TyVar of term variables and type constructor vari-
ables. Term variables will be denoted by x, y, z, . . . , whereas type
constructor variables are denoted by capital letters X,Y, Z, . . . .
The judgements we are going to use are are the following.
• $ Θ TyCtx – The type constructor variable context Θ is
well-formed.
• $ Γ Ctx – The term variable context Γ is well-formed.
• Θ | Γ1 $ A : Γ2 _ ˚ – The type constructor A is well-
formed in the combined context Θ | Γ1 and can be instantiated
with terms according to the parameter context Γ2, where it is
implicitly assumed that Θ, Γ1 and Γ2 are well-formed.
• Γ1 $ t : Γ2 _ A – The term t is well-formed in the term
variable context Γ1 and, after instantiating it with arguments
according to parameter context Γ2, is of type A with the argu-
ments substituted into A.
• σ : Γ1 Ź Γ2 – The context morphism σ is a well-formed
substitution for Γ2 with terms in context Γ1.
Definition 3.1 (Well-formed contexts). The judgements for sin-
gling out well-formed contexts (type variable contexts and term
variable contexts) are given by the following rules.
$ H TyCtx
$ Θ TyCtx $ Γ Ctx
$ Θ, X : Γ _ ˚ TyCtx
$ H Ctx
H | Γ $ A : ˚
$ Γ, x : A Ctx
Remark 3.2. It is important to note that whenever a term variable
declaration is added into the context, its type is not allowed to have
any free type constructor variables, which ensures that all types are
strictly positive. For example, we are not allowed to form the term
context Γ “ x : X in which X occurs freely. This prevents us, as
we will see in Ex. 4.5, from forming function spaces X Ñ A. đ
Besides the usual notion of context, we also use parameter
contexts, to bind arguments for which no free variable exists. We
borrow the notation from the built-in dependent function space
of Agda, only changing the regular arrow used there into _ to
emphasise that in our calculus this is not the function space.
Definition 3.3 (Context Morphism). We introduce the notion of
context morphisms as a shorthand notation for sequences of terms.
Let Γ1 and Γ2 be contexts. A context morphism σ : Γ1 Ź Γ2 is
given by the following two rules.
pq : Γ1 ŹH
σ : Γ1 Ź Γ2 Γ1 $ t : Arσs
pσ, tq : Γ1 Ź pΓ2, x : Aq
where H | Γ2 $ A : ˚, and Arσs denotes the simultaneous
substitution of the terms in σ for the corresponding variables, which
is often also denoted by Arσs “ Arσ{ #—x s. đ
Definition 3.4 (Well-formed Type Constructor). The judgement
for type constructors is given inductively by the following rules,
where it is understood that all involved contexts are well-formed.
(J-I)$ J : ˚
$ Θ TyCtx $ Γ Ctx
(TyVar-I)
Θ, X : Γ _ ˚ | H $ X : Γ _ ˚
Θ | Γ1 $ A : Γ2 _ ˚ $ Γ Ctx (TyVar-Weak)
Θ, X : Γ _ ˚ | Γ1 $ A : Γ2 _ ˚
Θ | Γ1 $ A : Γ2 _ ˚ Θ | Γ1 $ B : ˚ (Ty-Weak)
Θ | Γ1, x : B $ A : Γ2 _ ˚
Θ | Γ1 $ A : px : B,Γ2q_ ˚ Γ1 $ t : B (Ty-Inst)
Θ | Γ1 $ A@ t : Γ2rt{xs_ ˚
Θ | Γ1, x : A $ B : Γ2 _ ˚ (Param-Abstr)
Θ | Γ1 $ pxq. B : px : A,Γ2q_ ˚
σk : Γk Ź Γ Θ, X : Γ _ ˚ | Γk $ Ak : ˚ (FP-Ty)
Θ | H $ ρpX : Γ _ ˚ ; #—σ ; #—Aq : Γ _ ˚
where in the (FP-Ty)-rule, ρ P tµ, νu, #—σ “ pσ1, . . . , σnq, #—A “
pA1, . . . , Anq, and 1 ď k ď n. đ
Note that type constructor variables come with a parameter
context. This context determines the parameters of an initial/final
dialgebra, which essentially bundle the local context, the domain
and the codomain of their constructors respectively destructors.
This brings us to the rules for term constructions. To introduce
them, we need further notations. Part of the definition of the typing
rules is a conversion rule, which uses a reduction relation on types.
Definition 3.5. The reduction relation on types consists of two
types of reductions: a computation ÝÑ on terms, which is defined
at the end of this section, and β-reduction for parameters. Essen-
tially, parameter abstraction and instantiation for types corresponds
to a simply typed λ-calculus on the type level. Thus the β-reduction
for parameter instantiations is given by
ppxq. Aq@ t ÝÑp Art{xs.
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The reduction relation on terms is lifted to types by taking the
compatible closure of reduction of parameters, which is given by
t ÝÑ t1
A@ t ÝÑ A@ t1 (3)
We combine these relations into one reduction relation on types:
ÝÑT “ÝÑp Y ÝÑ. One-step conversion of types is given by
AÐÑT B ðñ A ÝÑT B or B ÝÑT A. (4)
In the typing rules for terms, we will use the following notation.
Notation 3.6. First, we denote the identity context morphism by
idΓ :“ px1, . . . , xnq for Γ “ x1 : A1, . . . , xn : An. Second,
given a type A with parameter context x1 : B1, . . . , xn : Bn and
a context morphism σ “ pt1, . . . , tnq, we denote by A@σ the
instantiation A@ t1 @ ¨ ¨ ¨@ tn.
We continue with the term constructors.
Definition 3.7 (Well-formed Terms). The judgement for terms is
given by the rules in Fig. 2. To improve readability, we use the
shorthand ρ “ ρpX : Γ _ ˚ ; #—σ ; #—Aq, ρ P tµ, νu, and implicitly
assume all involved types and contexts are well-formed. đ
We will often leave out the type information in the super-
script of constructors and destructors. The domain of a constructor
α
µpX:Γ_˚ ; #—σ ; #—Aq
k is determined by Ak and its codomain by the in-
stantiation σk. Dually, the domain of a destructor ξk is given by the
instantiation σk and its codomain by Ak.
Finally, we come to the reduction relation. Let us agree on the
following notations. Given a context Γ “ x1 : A1, . . . , xn : An
and a type Θ | Γ $ B : ˚, we denote the full parametrisation
of B by pΓq. B :“ px1q. ¨ ¨ ¨ pxnq. B, giving us
Θ | H $ pΓq. B : Γ _ ˚.
Moreover, if we are given a sequence
#—
B of such types, that is, if
Θ | Γi $ Bi : ˚ for each Bi in that sequence, we denote by
#            —pΓiq. B the sequence of types that arises by fully abstracting each
type Bi separately. Finally, we denote by
#—
BrC{Xs the substitution
of C for X in each Bi separately.
For C and
#—
A with Θ | Γ1 $ C : Γ _ ˚, where Θ “ X1 :
Γ1 _ ˚, . . . , Xn : Γn _ ˚, and Γi $ Ai : ˚, we definepCp #—Aq “ Cr #            —pΓiq. A{ #—Xs@ idΓ .
The definition of the reduction relations requires an action
of a type constructor C with free type constructor variables on
terms. Since this action will be used like a functor, we define it
(in Def. 5.2) in such a way that the following typing rule holds.
X : Γ1 _ ˚ | Γ12 $ C : Γ2 _ ˚ Γ1, x : A $ t : B
Γ12,Γ2, x : pCpAq $ pCptq : pCpBq (5)
In the definition of the reduction relation we need to compose
context morphisms. This composition is for Γ3
σŹ Γ2 τŹ Γ1 and
Γ1 “ x1 : A1, . . . , xn : An defined by
τ ‚ σ :“ pτ1rσs, . . . , τnrσsq. (6)
We can now define the reduction relation on terms.
Definition 3.8. The reduction relation ÝÑ on terms is defined as
compatible closure of the contraction relation ą given in Fig. 3.
We introduce in the definition of contraction a fresh variable x, for
which we immediately substitute (either u or gk). This is necessary
for the use of the action of types on terms, see (5).
Remark 3.9. On terms, the reduction relation for a destructor-
corecursor pair essentially emulates the commutativity of the fol-
lowing diagram (in context Γk). The dual reduction relation for a
recursor-constructor pair emulates the dual of this diagram.
C @σk ν@σk
AkrC{Xs Akrν{Xs
corec
#                  —pΓk, yq. gk @σk @ x
gk ξk @ idΓk @ yyAkpcorec #                —pΓk, yq. g@σk @ xq
This concludes the definition of our proposed calculus. Note
that there are no primitive type constructors forÑ-, Π- or D-types,
all of these are, together with the corresponding introduction and
elimination principles, definable in the above calculus.
Remark 3.10. As the alert reader might have noticed, our calculus
does not have dependent recursion and corecursion, that is, the type
C in (Ind-E) and (Coind-I) cannot depend on elements of the cor-
responding recursive type. This clearly makes the calculus weaker
than if we had the dependent version: In the case of inductive types
we do not have an induction principle, c.f. Ex. 4.6. For coinductive
types, on the other hand, one cannot even formulate a dependent
version of (Coind-I), rather one would expect a coinduction rule
that turns a bisimulation into an equality proof. This would imply
that we have an extensional function space, see Ex. 4.5.
4. Examples
In this section, we illustrate the calculus given in Sec. 3 on a variety
of examples. We begin with a few basic ones, then work our way
through the encoding of logical operators, and finish with data
types that are actually recursive. Those recursive data types are
lists indexed by their length (vectors) and their dual, partial streams
indexed by their definition depth. This last example illustrates how
our dependent coinductive types generalise existing ones.
Before we go through the examples, let us introduce a notation
for sequences of empty context morphisms. We denote such a
sequence of k empty context morphisms by
εk :“ ppq, . . . , pqq.
In the first example, we explain the role of the basic type J.
Example 4.1 (Terminal Object). We first note that, in principle, we
can encode J as a coinductive type by 1 :“ νpX : ˚ ; ε1;Xq:
X : ˚ | H $ X : ˚
$ νpX : ˚ ; ε1;Xq : ˚
This gives us the destructor ξ1 : py : 1q_ 1 and the inference
$ C : ˚ y : C $ y : C
(Coind-I)$ corec ppyq. yq : py : Cq_ 1
So the analogue of the categorical concept of the morphism into
a final object is given by !C :“ corec ppyq. yq. Note that it is not
possible to define a closed term of type 1 directly, rather we only
get one with the help of J by ♦1 :“!J@♦. Thus the puropose of
J is to allow the formation of closed terms. Now, these definitions
and pXptq “ t, see Def. 5.2, give us the following reduction.
ξ1 @♦1 “ ξ1 @ pcorec ppyq. yq@♦q
ÝÑ pXpcorec ppyq. yq@x1qry{x1sr♦{ys
“ pcorec ppyq. yq@x1qry{x1sr♦{ys
“ corec ppyq. yq@♦
“ ♦1
Thus♦1 is the canonical element with no observable behaviour. đ
Dual to the terminal object 1, we can form an initial object.
Example 4.2. We put 0 :“ K :“ µpX : ˚ ; ε1;Xq, dual to the
definition of 1. If we define EKC :“ rec ppyq. yq, we get the usual
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(J-I)$ ♦ : J
Γ1 $ t : px : A,Γ2q_ B Γ1 $ s : A (Inst)
Γ1 $ t@ s : Γ2rs{xs_ Brs{xs Γ $ t : A AÐÑT B (Conv)
Γ $ t : B
Γ $ A : ˚ (Proj)
Γ, x : A $ x : A
Γ1 $ t : Γ2 _ A Γ1 $ B : ˚ (Term-Weak)
Γ1, x : B $ t : Γ2 _ A
$ µpX : Γ _ ˚ ; #—σ ; #—Aq : Γ _ ˚ 1 ď k ď | #—A|
(Ind-I)
$ αµpX:Γ_˚ ; #—σ ; #—Aqk : pΓk, y : Akrµ{Xsq_ µ@σk
$ νpX : Γ _ ˚ ; #—σ ; #—Aq : Γ _ ˚ 1 ď k ď | #—A|
(Coind-E)
$ ξνpX:Γ_˚ ; #—σ ; #—Aqk : pΓk, y : ν@σkq_ Akrν{Xs
$ C : Γ _ ˚ ∆,Γk, yk : AkrC{Xs $ gk : pC @σkq @k “ 1, . . . , n (Ind-E)
∆ $ rec #                       —pΓk, ykq. gk : pΓ, y : µ@ idΓq_ C @ idΓ
$ C : Γ _ ˚ ∆,Γk, yk : pC @σkq $ gk : AkrC{Xs @k “ 1, . . . , n (Coind-I)
∆ $ corec #                       —pΓk, ykq. gk : pΓ, y : C @ idΓq_ ν@ idΓ
Figure 2. Judgements for well-formed terms
rec
#                       —pΓk, ykq. gk @ pσk ‚ τq@ pαk @ τ @uq ą gk
”xAkprec #                       —pΓk, ykq. gk @ idΓ @xqMykırτ, us
ξk @ τ @ pcorec
#                       —pΓk, ykq. gk @ pσk ‚ τq@uq ą xAk ´corec #                       —pΓk, ykq. gk @ idΓ @x¯ rgk{xsrτ, us
Figure 3. Contraction of Terms.
elimination principle for falsum:
$ C : ˚
$ EKC : py : Kq_ C
Another example of a basic type are the natural numbers.
Example 4.3. We can define the type of natural numbers by
N :“ µpX : ˚ ; ε2; p1, Xqq,
with contexts Γ “ Γ1 “ Γ2 “ H. We get the usual constructors:
0 “ αN1 @♦ : N and s “ αN2 : py : Nq_ N .
Moreover, we obtain the usual recursion principle:
$ t0 : C y : C $ ts : C
$ rec pt0, pyq. tsq : py : Nq_ C
Let us now move to logical operators.
Example 4.4 (Binary Product and Coproduct). Suppose we are
given types Γ $ A1, A2 : ˚, then their binary product is fully
specified by the two projections and pairing. Thus, we can use the
following coinductive type for A1 ˆΓ A2.
Γ $ A1 : ˚ Γ $ A2 : ˚
Γ $ νpX : Γ _ ˚ ; pidΓ, idΓq; pA1, A2qq@ idΓ : ˚
Let us abbreviate P :“ corec ppΓ, q. t1, pΓ, q. t2q, then the
projections are then given by pik :“ ξk @ idΓ, and pairing bypt1, t2q :“ P @ idΓ @♦. We have
$ pΓq.J : Γ _ ˚ Γ $ tk : AkΓ, : J $ tk : Ak
$ P : pΓ, : Jq_ A1 ˆΓ A2
Γ $ pt1, t2q : A1 ˆΓ A2
This setup will give us the expected reduction:
pik @ pt1, t2q “ ξk @ idΓ @ pP @ idΓ @♦q
ÝÑ xAkpP @ idΓ @xqrtk{xsrpidΓ,♦qs
“ xrtk{xsrpidΓ,♦qs
“ tk,
where the third step is given by xAk “ x, since Ak does not use
type constructor variables, see Def. 5.2.
Dually, the binary coproduct of A1 and A2 is given by
A1 `Γ A2 :“ µpX : Γ _ ˚ ; pidΓ, idΓq; pA1, A2qq@ idΓ,
the corresponding injections by κi :“ αi @ idΓ, and we can form
the case distinction rt1, t2s :“ rec ppΓ, xq. t1, pΓ, xq. t2q subject to
the following typing rule.
Γ $ C : ˚ Γ, x : Ak $ tk : C
Γ $ rt1, t2s : px : A1 `Γ A2q_ C
Moreover, we get the expected reduction:
rt1, t2s@ pκi @ sq ÝÑ tirs{xs.
We now show that the function space arises as coinductive type.
Example 4.5 (Dependent Product, Π-types, Function Space). We
useH as global context and Γ1 “ x : A as local context, thus
H | x : A $ B : ˚
: ˚ | x : A $ B : ˚ ε1 : Γ1 ŹH (FP-Ty)$ νp : ˚ ; ε1;Bq : ˚
If we define Πx : A.B :“ νp : ˚ ; ε1;Bq, then $ Πx : A.B : ˚.
We get λ-abstraction by putting λx.g :“ corec ppx, q. gq@♦:
Γ, x : A $ g : B Γ, x : A $ J : ˚
(Weak)
Γ, x : A, : J $ g : B
(Coind-I)
Γ $ corec ppx, q. gq : py : Jq_ Πx : A.B
(Inst)
Γ $ λx.g : Πx : A.B
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Application is given by t a :“ ξ1 @ a@ t. Since we have that
BrΠx : A.B{ s “ B and pΠx : A.Bqrε1s “ Πx : A.B, we
can derive the usual typing rule for application:
Γ $ a : A Γ $ t : Πx : A.B
Γ $ t a : Bra{xs
In particular, we have that pλx.gq a is well-typed, and we can derive
the usual β-reduction:
pλx.gq a “ ξ1 @ a@ pcorec ppx, q. gq@♦q
ÝÑ pBpcorec ppx, q. gq@x1qrg{x1sr♦{ , a{xs
“ x1rg{x1sr♦{ , a{xs
“ gra{xs,
where we again use that R fvpBq. As usual, we can derive from
the dependent function space also the non-dependent one by
AÑ B :“ Πx : A.B if x R fvpBq.
We can now extend the usual correspondence between variables
in context and terms of function type to parameters as follows. First,
from Γ $ r : px : Aq _ B, we get Γ, x : A $ r@x : B.
Next, for Γ, x : A $ s : B we can form λx.s, and finally a term
Γ $ t : A Ñ B gives rise to Γ, x : A $ t x : B. This situation
can be summarised as follows.
Γ $ r : px : Aq_ B
Γ, x : A $ s : B
Γ $ t : Πx : A.B
Here, a single line is a downwards correspondence, and the dashed
double line signifies a two-way correspondence. These correspon-
dences allow us, for example, to give the product projections the
function typeA1ˆΓA2 Ñ Ak, and to write pik t instead of pik @ t.
Finally, let us illustrate how the type system only allows the
formation of strictly positive types. Suppose we would want to
form the type X Ñ B for some variable X and type B. Recall
that X Ñ B “ νp : ˚ ; ε1;Bq with ε1 : px : Xq Ź H. However,
for this to be a valid context morphism, we would need to derive
$ x : X Ctx (note the empty context), which is not possible
according to Def. 3.1. Hence, X Ñ B cannot be formed. đ
Example 4.6 (Coproducts, Existential Quantifier). Recall that we
do not have dependent recursion, hence no induction principle.
This means that we are not able to encode Σ-types a` la Martin-
Lo¨f. Instead, we can define intuitionistic existential quantifiers, see
11.4.4 and 10.8.2 in (Troelstra and van Dalen 1988). In fact, D-types
occur as the dual of Π-types (Ex. 4.5) as follows.
Let x : A $ B : ˚ and put Dx : A.B :“ µp : ˚ ; ε1;Bq. The
pairing of terms t and s is given by pt, sq :“ α1 @ t@ s. One can
easily derive that $ Dx : A.B : ˚ and
Γ $ t : A Γ $ s : Brt{xs
Γ $ pt, sq : Dx : A.B
from (Ind-I) and (Inst). Equally easy is also the derivation that the
elimination principle for existential quantifiers, defined by
EDx,ypt, pq :“ rec ppx : A, y : Bq. pq@ t,
can be formed by the following rule.
$ C : ˚ Γ, x : A, y : B $ p : C Γ $ t : Dx : A.B
Γ $ EDx,ypt, pq : C
Finally, we get the usual reduction rule
EDx,yppt, sq, pq ÝÑ p r t{x s{y s . đ
Example 4.7 (Generalised Dependent Product and Coproduct).
From a categorical perspective, it makes sense to not just consider
product and coproducts that bind a variable in a type but also to
allow the restriction of terms we allow as values for this variable.
We can achieve this by replacing ε1 in Ex. 4.5 and Ex. 4.6 by an
arbitrary term x : I $ f : J . This gives us type constructors with
y : J $šf A : ˚ and y : J $śf A : ˚
that are weakly adjoint
š
f % f˚ %
ś
f , where f
˚ substitutes f .
Similarly, propositional equality arises as left adjoint to contraction
δ˚, where δ : px : Aq Ź px : A, y : Aq is the diagonal substitution
δ :“ px, xq, c.f. (Jacobs 1999, Def. 10.5.1). đ
The next example is a standard inductive dependent type.
Example 4.8 (Vectors). We define vectors VecA : pn : Nq _ ˚,
which are lists over A indexed by their length, by
VecA :“ µpX : Γ _ ˚ ; pσ1, σ2q; p1, AˆX @ kqq
Γ “ n : N and Γ1 “ H and Γ2 “ k : N
σ1 “ p0q : Γ1 Ź pn : Nq and σ2 “ ps@ kq : Γ2 Ź pn : Nq
X : pn : Nq_ ˚ | Γ1 $ 1 : ˚
X : pn : Nq_ ˚ | Γ2 $ AˆX @ k : ˚
This yields the usual constructors nil :“ α1 @♦ and cons :“ α2,
which have the expected types, namely α1 : 1 _ VecA 0 and
α2 : pk : N, y : A ˆ VecA kq _ VecA@ ps@ kq. The induced
recursion scheme is then also the expected one. đ
The dependent coinductive types of the present calculus differ
from other calculi in that destructors can be restricted in the do-
main they may be applied to. We illustrate this by defining partially
defined streams, which are the dual of vectors. A preliminary defi-
nition is necessary though.
Example 4.9. The extended naturals, which are to be thought of
as natural numbers extendend with an element8, are given by the
following coinductive type.
N8 “ νpX : ˚ ; ε1;J`Xq : ˚
On this type, we can define the successor s8 : y : N8 Ñ N8 by
primitive corecursion.
Using the extended naturals, we can define partial streams,
which are streams that might not be fully defined.
Example 4.10. Intuitively, we define partial streams as coinductive
type indexed by the definition depth, and destructors that can only
be applied to streams that are defined in at least the first position:
codata PStr (A : Set) : (n : N8)Ñ Set where
hd : (k : N8)Ñ PStr A (s8 k)Ñ A
tl : (k : N8)Ñ PStr A (s8 k)Ñ PStr A k
This co-datatype translates into our language by putting
PStrA :“ νpX : Γ _ ˚ ; ps8 k, s8 kq; pA,X @ kqq,
for contexts Γ “ n : N8 and Γ1 “ Γ2 “ k : N8, context
morphisms ps8 kq : ΓiŹΓ for i “ 1, 2, and destructor codomains
X : Γ _ ˚ | Γ1 $ A : ˚ and X : Γ _ ˚ | Γ1 $ X @ k : ˚. đ
5. Pre-Types and Pre-Terms
The pre-types and pre-terms, we introduce in this section, have two
purposes: First, they allow us to justify the simultaneous definition
of the typing judgement and the reduction relation in Sec. 3. Sec-
ond, we use them as a tool in Sec. 6.2 to prove strong normalisation.
Pre-types and -terms are introduced as follows. First, we define
raw terms that mix types and terms, and raw contexts whose only
purpose is to ensure that arities for instantiations match. These raw
terms can then be split into pre-types and pre-terms.
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Definition 5.1 (Raw Syntax). The raw contexts and terms are given
by the follows grammars.
Γ :“ H | Γ, x x P Var
Θ :“ H | Θ, X : Γ _ ˚
M,N :“ J | ♦ | x P Var |M @N | pxq.M | X P TyVar
| αk | ξk | ρpX : Γ _ ˚ ; #—σ ; # —Mq, ρ P tµ, νu
| recµpX:Γ_˚ ; #—σ ; #—Mq #                         —pΓk, ykq. Nk
| corecνpX:Γ_˚ ; #—σ ; #—Mq #                         —pΓk, ykq. Nk
Pre-types and pre-terms are defined through two judgements
Θ | Γ1 $ A : Γ2 _ ˚ and Γ1, x $ t : Γ2 _ .
The rules for these judgements follow essentially those in Sec. 3,
only that the type for terms is erased. For that reason, we leave their
definition out. However, this definition and that of the reduction
relation below have been implemented in Agda (Basold 2016).
Recall that the contraction of terms, see Fig. 3, requires an
action of (pre-)types with free type variables on terms. We define it
so that (5) on page 5 holds, see Lem. 6.1. In fact, the definition for
recursive types just follows how functors arise from parameterised
initial and final dialgebras, see Def. 2.6 and (Basold 2015).
Definition 5.2 (Type action). Let Θ | Γ1 $ C : Γ _ ˚ be a pre-
type with Θ “ X1 : Γ1 _ ˚, . . . , Xn : Γn _ ˚, #—A and #—B be
sequences of pre-types with Γi $ Ai : ˚ and Γi $ Bi : ˚ for all
1 ď i ď n. For a sequence #—t of pre-terms with Γi, x $ t :  for
all 1 ď i ď n, we define pCp #—t q as follows. If n “ 0, we simply putpCpεq “ x. If n ą 0, we define pCp #—t q by induction in the derivation
of C.pCp #—t , tn`1q “ pCp #—t q for (TyVar-Weak)xXip #—t q “ ti{C 1@ sp #—t q “ xC 1p #—t qrs{ys, for Θ | Γ1 $ C 1 : py,Γq_ ˚{pyq. C 1p #—t q “ xC 1p #—t q, for Θ | pΓ1, yq $ C 1 : Γ _ ˚{
µpY : Γ _ ˚ ; #—σ ; #—Dqp #—t q “ recRA #                      —p∆k, xq. gk @ idΓ @x,
with gk “ αk @ id∆k @
´xDk ` #—t , y˘¯
and RA “ µpY : Γ _ ˚ ; #—σ ; #—Dr #            —pΓiq. A{ #—Xsq
for Θ, Y : Γ _ ˚ | ∆k $ Dk : ˚{
νpY : Γ _ ˚ ; #—σ ; #—Dqp #—t q “ corecRB #                   —p∆k, xq. g@ idΓ @x,
with gk “ xDk ` #—t , x˘ rpξk @ id∆k @xq{xs
and RB “ νpY : Γ _ ˚ ; #—σ ; #—Dr #            —pΓiq. B{ #—Xsq
6. Meta properties
6.1 Subject Reduction
The proof of subject reduction is based on the following key
lemma, which essentially states that the action of types on terms
acts like a functor.
Lemma 6.1 (Type correctness of type action). Given the action of
types on terms, see Def. 5.2, the following inference rule holds.
X : Γ1 _ ˚ | Γ12 $ C : Γ2 _ ˚ Γ1, x : A $ t : B
Γ12,Γ2, x : pCpAq $ pCptq : pCpBq
Proof. We leave the proof details out. Let us only mention that the
proof works by generalising the statement to types in arbitrary type
constructor contexts Θ, and then proceeding by induction inC.
The following is now an easy consequence of Lem. 6.1.
Theorem 6.2 (Subject reduction). If Γ $ t1 : A and t1 ÝÑ t2,
then Γ $ t2 : A.
6.2 Strong Normalisation
This section is devoted to show that all terms Γ $ t : A are strongly
normalising, which is intuitively what one would expect, given that
we introduced the reduction relation by following the homomor-
phism property of (co)recursion for initial and final dialgebras.
The proof uses the saturated sets approach, see (Geuvers 1994),
as follows. First, we define what it means for a set of pre-terms to
be saturated, where, most importantly, all terms in a saturated set
are strongly normalising. Next, we give an interpretation JAK of
dependent types A as families of saturated sets. Finally, we show
that if Γ $ t : A, then for all assignments ρ of terms to variables in
Γ, we have t P JAKpρq. Since JAKpρq Ď SN, strong normalisation
for all typed terms follows.
We begin with a few simple definitions.
Definition 6.3. We use the following notations.
• Λ is the set of pre-terms.
• SN is the set of strongly normalising pre-terms.
• rΓs is the set of variables in context Γ.
For simplicity, we identify context morphisms σ : Γ1 Ź Γ2 and
valuations ρ : rΓ2sÑ Λ, if we know that the terms of ρ live in Γ1.
This allows us to write σpxq for x P rΓ2s, andM @ ρ for pre-terms
M . It is helpful though to make the action of context morphisms on
valuations, essentially given by composition, explicit and write
Jσ : Γ1 Ź Γ2K : ΛrΓ1s Ñ ΛrΓ2sJσ : Γ1 Ź Γ2Kpγqpyq “ σpyqrγs. (7)
Saturated sets are defined by containing certain open terms
(base terms) and by being closed under key reductions. We intro-
duce these two notions in the following two definitions.
Definition 6.4 (Base Terms). The set of base terms B is defined
inductively by the following three closure rules.
• Var Ď B
• rec #                      —pΓk, xq. Nk @σ@M P B, provided that M P B, Nk P
SN and σ P SN.
• ξνpX:Γ_˚ ; #—τ ; #—Aqk @σ@M P B, provided that M P B, σ P SN
and Dγ. pσ “ JτkKpγqq.
Definition 6.5 (Key Redex). A pre-term M is a redex, if there is a
P with M ą P . M is the key redex
1. of M itself, if M is a redex,
2. of rec
#                         —pΓk, ykq. Nk @σ@N , if M the key redex of N , or
3. of ξk @σ@N , if M the key redex of N .
We denote by redkpMq the term that is obtained by contracting the
key redex of M .
Definition 6.6 (Saturated Sets). A set X Ď Λ is saturated, if
1. X Ď SN
2. B Ď X
3. If redkpMq P X and M P SN, then M P X .
We denote by SAT the set of all saturated sets.
It is easy to see that SN P SAT, and that every saturated set
is non-empty. Moreover, it is easy to show that SAT is a complete
lattice with set inclusion as order. Besides these standard facts, we
will use the following constructions on saturated sets.
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Definition 6.7. Let Γ be a context. We define a form of semantical
context extension (comprehension) of pairs pE,Uq with E Ď ΛrΓs
and U : E Ñ SAT with respect to a given variable x R rΓs by
tpE,Uqux “ tρrx ÞÑM s | ρ P E and M P Upρqu, (8)
where ρrx ÞÑM s : rΓsYtxu Ñ Λ extends ρ by mapping x toM .
Moreover, we define a semantical version of the typing judgement:
E , U “ tM | @γ P E. M rγs P Upγqu. (9)
We now show that we can give a model of well-formed types by
means of saturated sets. To achieve this, we define simultaneously
an interpretation of contexts and the interpretation of types. The
intention is that we have that
• if $ Γ Ctx, then JΓK Ď ΛrΓs,
• if $ Θ TyCtx, then JΘKpXq P SATJΓK for all X : Γ _ ˚
in Θ, and
• if Θ | Γ1 $ A : Γ2 _ ˚, then JAK : JΘKˆ JΓ1,Γ2KÑ SAT.
Definition 6.8 (Interpretations). We interpret type variable con-
texts, term variable contexts and types simultaneously. First, we
assign to each term context is a set of allowed possible valuations:JHK “ t! : HÑ ΛuJΓ, x : AK “ tpJΓK, JAKqux
“ tρrx ÞÑM s | ρ P JΓK and M P JAKpρqu
For Θ “ X1 : Γ1 _ ˚, . . . , Xn : Γn _ ˚ we defineJΘK “ ź
XiPrΘs
IΓi ,
where IΓ is the set of valuations that respect convertibility:
IΓ “ tU : JΓKÑ SAT | @ρ, ρ1. ρ ÝÑT ρ1 ñ Upρq “ Upρ1qu
Finally, we define in Fig. 4 the interpretation of types as families
of term sets. In the clause for inductive types, A∆k denotes the type
that is obtained by weakening Γk $ Ak : ˚ to ∆,Γk $ A∆k : ˚,
pi : pΓk, y : A∆k q Ź Γk projects y away, and Jσk ‚ piK˚pUq :“
U ˝ Jσk ‚ piK is the reindexing for set families. đ
Before we continue stating the key results about this interpreta-
tion of types, let us briefly look at an example.
Example 6.9. Suppose A,B are closed types. Recall that the
function space was A Ñ B “ νpX : ˚ ; ε1 : px : Aq Ź H;Bq,
and that application was defined by t a “ ξ1 @ a@ t. Note that
the conditition γ P Jε1K´1pρq reduces to γpxq P JAK becauseJε1Kpγqpy P Hq “ ρpyqrε1s holds for any γ P Jpx : AqK. So
we write N instead of γpxq. We further note that, since A, B and
thus A Ñ B are closed, we can leave out the valuation δ for the
type variables. Taking all of this into account, we haveJAÑ BKpγq “ tM | @N P JAK. ξ1 @ γ@M P JBKu
“ tM | @N P JAK.M N P JBKu,
which is the usual definition definition, see (Geuvers 1994). đ
Remark 6.10. One interesting result, used to prove the following
lemmas, is that the interpretation of types is monotone in δ, and that
the interpretation of coinductive types is the largest set closed under
destructors. This suggests that it might be possible to formulate the
definition of the interpretation in categorical terms.
We just state here the key lemmas and leave their proofs out.
Lemma 6.11 (Soundness of type action). Suppose C is a type with
Θ | Γ $ C : Γ1 _ ˚ and Θ “ X1 : Γ1 _ ˚, . . . , Xn : Γn _ ˚,
such that for all parameters ∆ $ r : C 1 occurring in C and
τ : ∆1 Ź ∆, we have rrτ s P JC 1Kpτq. Let δA, δB P JΘK and
Γi, x : Ai $ ti : Bi, such that for all σ P JΓiK, ti P δBpXiqpτq.
Then for all contexts ∆, all σ : ∆Ź Γ,Γ1 and all s P JCKpδA, σqpCp #—t qrσ, ss P JCKpδB , σq. (10)
Lemma 6.12. The interpretation of types J´K given in Def. 6.8 is
well-defined and JAKpδ, ρq P SAT for all A, δ, ρ.
Lemma 6.13 (Soundness). If Γ $ t : A, then for all ρ P JΓK we
have trρs P JAKpρq.
From the soundness, we can easily derive strong normalisation.
Theorem 6.14. All well-typed terms are strongly normalising, that
is, if Γ1 $ t : Γ2 _ A then t P SN.
Proof. We first note that terms only reduce if Γ2 “ H. In that case
we can apply we can apply Lem. 6.13 with ρ being the identity, so
that t P JAKpρq. Thus, by Lem. 6.12 and the definition of saturated
sets, we can conclude that t P SN. Since t does not reduce if Γ2
is non-trivial, we also have in that case that t P SN. Hence every
well-typed term is strongly normalising.
7. Conclusion
We have introduced a type theory that is solely based on inductive
and coinductive types, in contrast to other type theories that usually
have separate type constructors for, for example, the function space.
This results in a a small set of rules for the judgements of the theory
and the corresponding reduction relation. To justify the use of our
type theory as logic, we also proved that the reduction relation
preserves types and is strongly normalising on well-typed terms.
Combining the present theory with that in (Norell 2007) would
give us a justification for a large part Agda’s current type system,
especially including coinductive types.
There are still some open questions, regarding the present type
theory, that we wish to settle in the future. First of all, a basic prop-
erty of the reduction relation that is still missing is confluence. Sec-
ond, we have constructed the type theory with certain categorical
structures in mind, and it is easy to interpret the types and terms
in a data type closed category, see (Basold 2015). However, one
has to be careful in showing the soundness of such an interpreta-
tion, that is, if A ÐÑT B then we better have JAK “ JBK be-
cause of the conversion rule. We can indeed define a generalised
Beck-Chevalley condition, c.f. (Jacobs 1999), but it remains to be
checked if this condition is strong enough to ensure soundness.
In Remark 3.10, we mentioned already that we have no depen-
dent recursion, i.e., no induction. This could be added to the theory,
using a lifting of the types Ak in µpX : Γ _ ˚ ; #—σ ; #—Aq to pred-
icates, and we think that the proof of strong normalisation can be
adopted accordingly. We did not develop this in the present paper
in order to keep matters simple for the time being.
Moreover, we would like to investigate at the same time the
principle dual to induction, namely proving an equality by means of
a bisimulation. It is, however, not clear how this can be properly in-
tegrated. There are several options, all of which are not completely
satisfactory: Equip all types with bisimilarity„ as specific equality
(setoid approach), which makes the theory hard to use; add a gen-
eralised replacement rule that, given a proof p : t „ s, allows us to
infer r : P @ s from r : P @ t, but this makes type checking un-
decidable; add a cast operator like in observational type theory, but
this introduces non-canonical terms (Altenkirch et al. 2007); treat
coinductive types similar to higher inductive types (The Univalent
Foundations Program 2013), but it is not clear how such a system
can be set up, though it seems to be the most promising approach.
Finally, certain acceptable facts are not provable in our theory,
since we do not have universes. Another common feature that is
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J$ J : ˚Kpδ, ρq “čtX P SAT | ♦ P XuJΘ, X : Γ _ ˚ | H $ X : Γ _ ˚Kpδ, ρq “ δpXqpρqJΘ, X | Γ1 $ A : Γ2 _ ˚Kpδ, ρq “ JΘ | Γ1 $ A : Γ2 _ ˚Kpδ|rΘs, ρqJΘ | Γ1, x : B $ A : Γ2 _ ˚Kpδ, ρq “ JΘ | Γ1 $ A : Γ2 _ ˚Kpδ, ρ|rΓ1sqJΘ | Γ1 $ A@ t : Γ2rt{xs_ ˚Kpδ, ρq “ JΘ | Γ1 $ A : px : B,Γ2q_ ˚Kpδ, ρrx ÞÑ trρssqJΘ | Γ1 $ pxq. A : px : B,Γ2q_ ˚Kpδ, ρq “ JΘ | Γ1, x : B $ A : Γ2 _ ˚Kpδ, ρqJΘ | H $ µpX : Γ _ ˚ ; #—σ ; #—Aq : Γ _ ˚Kpδ, ρq “ tM | @U P IΓ. @∆. @k. @Nk P tJΓkK, JA∆k KpδrX ÞÑ U squy , Jσk ‚ piK˚pUq.
rec
#                      —pΓk, yq. Nk @ ρ@M P UpρquJΘ | H $ νpX : Γ _ ˚ ; #—σ ; #—Aq : Γ _ ˚Kpδ, ρq “ tM | DU P IΓ. @k. @γ P JσkK´1pρq. ξk @ γ@M P JAkKpδrX ÞÑ U s, γqu
Figure 4. Interpretation of types as families of saturated sets
missing from the type theory, is predicative polymorphism, which
is in fact justified and desirable from the categorical point of view.
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A. Examples
Example A.1. In Ex. 4.2, we have defined the bottom type (initial
object) to be K “ 0 “ µpX : ˚ ; ε1;Xq. Note that this gave us the
elimination principle
$ C : ˚
$ EKC : py : Kq_ C
in which C is not allowed to have any dependencies. So, to make
K usable with dependent types, we need to switch to fibred initial
objects:
KΓ :“ µpX : Γ _ ˚ ; idΓ;X @ idΓq@ idΓ,
which corresponds to the following generalised algebraic data type.
data KΓ : px1 : A1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pxn : Anq Ñ Set where
α : px1 : A1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pxn : Anq Ñ KΓ x1 ¨ ¨ ¨ xnÑKΓ x1 ¨ ¨ ¨ xn
Similar to before, we defineEKC :“ rec ppΓ, yq. yq@ idΓ, to obtain
the elimination principle for falsum in context Γ:
Γ $ C : ˚
Γ $ EKC : px : KΓq_ C
The corresponding derivation is given as follows.
Γ $ C : ˚
$ pΓq. C : Γ _ ˚ Γ, y : C $ y : C
(Ind-E)$ rec ppΓ, yq. yq : pΓ, y : KΓq_ ppΓq. Cq@ idΓ (Inst)
Γ $ rec ppΓ, yq. yq@ idΓ : px : KΓq_ ppΓq. Cq@ idΓ (Conv)
Γ $ rec ppΓ, yq. yq@ idΓ : px : KΓq_ C
Note that the abstraction and instantiation steps consist of several
steps, one for each variable in Γ. đ
Example A.2 (Propositional Equality). In Ex. 4.7, we remarked
that the propositional equality arises as left adjoint to the contrac-
tion δ˚, hence can be represented in the current type system. Let
us elaborate this a bit more. First, note that the common way of
implementing propositional equality in Agda is by means of the
following data type.
data EqA : AÑ AÑ Set where
refl : px : Aq Ñ EqA x x
So it is clear that this type can be represented in our type system by
EqApx, yq :“ µpX : px : A, y : Aq_ ˚ ; δ;Jq@x@ y,
where δ : px : Aq Ź px : A, y : Aq is the diagonal δ “ px, xq. This
type has the usual constructor refl :“ α1 : px : Aq _ EqApx, xq
and (weak) elimination rule
x : A, y : A $ C : ˚ x : A $ p : Crx{x, x{ys
x : A, y : A, z : EqApx, yq $ EEqx,ypp, zq : C
This is of course not the full J-rule (or path induction) but it is
already strong enough to prove, for example, the replacement (or
substitution or transport) rule:
x : A $ P : ˚ x : A $ p : P x, y : A $ t : EqApx, yq
y : A $ replpp, tq : P ry{xs
by using C “ P ry{xs, weakening this type to x, y : A $ C : ˚,
and putting
replpp, tq :“ EEqx,ypp, tq. đ
Example A.3 (Primitive corecursion and successor). In Ex. 4.9,
we claimed that the successor map s8 : py : N8q _ N8
on the extended naturals can be defined by means of primitive
corecursion. Let us introduce this principle and the definition of
s8.
First, by primitive corecursion (for N8) we mean that for any
C and d, we can find an h as in the following diagram
C N8
pJ ` Cq `N8 J`N8
h
d ξ
ridJ `h, ξs
We can derive this principle as follows. Note that if we define
a “ rrκ1 @x, κ2 @κ1 @xs , κ2 @κ2 @xs
we have a : pJ ` Cq ` N8 _ J ` pC ` N8q. Now suppose
we are given ∆, y : C $ d : pJ ` Cq ` N8, if we define
d1 “ a@ prd, κ2 @ ys@ yq, then we find
∆, y : N8 $ κ2 @ y : pJ ` Cq `N8
∆, y : C `N8 $ rd, κ2 @ ys@ y : pJ ` Cq `N8
∆, y : C `N8 $ d1 : J` pC `N8q
This gives us, by N8 being a coinductive type,
∆ $ corec `pyq. d1˘ : y : C `N8 _ N8
and thus we can define h “ corec `pyq. d1˘@ pκ1 @ yq to get
∆, y : C $ h : N8 .
Finally, we can use primitive corecursion to define s8 by taking
the extension of
rκ1 ˝ κ2 ˝ κ2, κ2s : N8`N8 Ñ pJ` pN8`N8qq `N8,
giving us h : N8`N8 Ñ N8. Thus we put s8 “ h ˝ κ1. đ
B. Meta Properties
B.1 Basic Meta Properties
Proposition B.1. The following rules holds for the calculus given
in Sec. 3.
• Substitution
Θ | Γ1, x : A,Γ2 $ B : Γ3 _ ˚ Γ1 $ t : A
Θ | Γ1,Γ2rt{xs $ Brt{xs : Γ3rt{xs_ ˚
Γ1, x : A,Γ2 $ s : T Γ1 $ t : A
Γ1,Γ2rt{xs $ srt{xs : T rt{xs
• Exchange
Θ | Γ1, x : A, y : B,Γ2 $ C : Γ3 _ ˚ x R fvpBq
Θ | Γ1, y : B, x : A,Γ2 $ C : Γ3 _ ˚
Γ1, x : A, y : B,Γ2 $ t : Γ3 _ C x R fvpBq
Γ1, y : B, x : A,Γ2 $ t : Γ3 _ C
• Contraction
Θ | Γ1, x : A, y : A,Γ2 $ C : Γ3 _ ˚
Θ | Γ1, x : A,Γ2rx{ys $ Crx{ys : Γ3rx{ys_ ˚
Γ1, x : A, y : A,Γ2 $ t : Γ3 _ C
Γ1, x : A,Γ2rx{ys $ trx{ys : Γ3rx{ys_ Crx{ys
Proof. In each case, the rules are straightforwardly proved by si-
multaneous induction over types and terms. It should be noted
that for types only the instantiation and weakening rules appear as
cases, since the other rules have only types without free variables in
the conclusion. Similarly, only terms constructed by means of the
the projection, weakening or the instantiation rule appear as cases
in the proofs.
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Analogously, the substitution, exchange and contraction rules
for type variables are valid in the calculus, as well.
B.2 Subject Reduction
Proof of Lemma 6.1. Recall that we have to prove
X : Γ1 _ ˚ | Γ12 $ C : Γ2 _ ˚ Γ1, x : A $ t : B
Γ12,Γ2, x : pCpAq $ pCptq : pCpBq
We want to prove this by induction in the derivation of C, thus
we need to generalise the statement to arbitrary type constructor
contexts Θ. So let Θ “ X1 : Γ1 _ ˚, . . . , Xn : Γn _ ˚ be a
context, Θ | Γ1 $ C : Γ _ ˚ a type and Γi, x : Ai $ ti : Bi terms
for i “ 1, . . . , n. We show that Γ1,Γ, x : pCp #—Aq $ pCp #—t q : pCp #—Bq
holds by induction in the derivation of C.
The induction base has two cases. First, it is clear that if Θ “
H, then #—A “ ε and pCp #—Aq “ C, thus the definition is thus well-
typed. Second, if C “ Xi for some i, then we immediately havepCp #—Aq “ Cr #            —pΓiq. A{ #—Xs idΓi “ ppΓiq. Aiq idΓi ÝÑp Ai,
thus, by (Conv) and the type of ti, we have Γi, x : pCp #—Aq $ ti :pCp #—Bq as required.
In the induction step, we have five cases for C.
• The type correctness for pC in case C has been constructed
by Weakening for type and term variables is immediate by
induction and the definition of F in these cases.
• C “ C 1@ s and Γ “ ∆rs{ys with
Θ | Γ1 $ C 1 : py : D,∆q_ ˚ Γ1 $ s : D
Θ | Γ1 $ C 1@ s : ∆rs{ys_ ˚
By induction we have then that Γ1, y : D,∆, x : xC 1p #—Aq $xC 1p #—t q : xC 1p #—Aq, thus, sincexC 1p #—Aq “ C 1r #             —pΓ1q. A{ #—Xs@ idy:D,∆
“ C 1r #             —pΓ1q. A{ #—Xs@ y@ id∆,
we get by Prop. B.1
Γ1,∆rs{ys, x : C 1r #             —pΓ1q. A{ #—Xs@ s@ id∆rs{ys
$ xC 1p #—t qrs{ys : C 1r #             —pΓ1q. B{ #—Xs@ s@ id∆rs{ys.
As we now have
FC1 @ sp #—Aq “ pC 1@ sqr #             —pΓ1q. A{ #—Xs@ id∆rs{ys
“ C 1r #             —pΓ1q. A{ #—Xs@ s@ id∆rs{ys
and FC1 @ sp #—t q “ xC 1p #—t qrs{ys, we find that
Γ1,∆rs{ys, x : FC1 @ sp #—Aq $ FC1 @ sp #—t q : FC1 @ sp #—Bq
as expected.
• C “ pyq. C 1 with Θ | Γ1, y : D $ C 1 : Γ _ ˚. This gives us,
by induction, Γ1, y : D,Γ, x : xC 1Θp #—Aq $ xC 1Θp #—t q : xC 1Θp #—Bq.
Now we observe thatxC 1Θp #—Aq “ C 1r #             —pΓ1q. A{ #—Xs@ idΓ
ÐÝp ppyq. C 1r #             —pΓ1q. A{ #—Xsq@ y@ idΓ
“ Cr #             —pΓ1q. A{ #—Xs@ idy:D,Γ
“ FΘC p #—Aq,
which gives us, by (Conv), that Γ1, y : D,Γ, x : FΘC p #—Aq $xC 1Θp #—t q : FΘC p #—Bq. Thus the definition FΘpxq. C1p #—t q “ xC 1Θp #—t q
is well-typed.
• C “ µpY : Γ _ ˚ ; #—σ ; #—Dq with
Θ, Y : Γ _ ˚ | ∆k $ Dk : ˚ σk : ∆k Ź Γ
Θ | H $ µpY : Γ _ ˚ ; #—σ ; #—Dq : Γ _ ˚
For brevity, we define R #—B “ µpY : Γ _ ˚ ; #—σ ; #—Dr #—B{ #—Xsq.
Then, by induction, we have
Γ, x : FΘ,YDk p
#—
A,R #—B q $ FΘ,YDk p
#—
t , xq : FΘ,YDk p
#—
B,R #—B q
Now we note that FΘ,YDk p
#—
A,R #—B q “ Dkr
#            —pΓiq. A{ #—XsrR #—B {Y s.3
If we define
gk “ αk @ id∆k @
´
FΘ,YDk
` #—
t , idR #—B
˘¯
,
where αk refers to α
µpY :Γ_˚ ; #—σ ; #—Dr #          —pΓiq. B{ #—Xsq
k (see the defini-
tion of F ), then we can derive the following.
$ αk : ∆kpFΘ,YDk p
#—
A,R #—B q_ R #—B @σkq
(Inst)
∆k $ αk @ id∆k : FΘ,YDk p
#—
A,R #—B q_ R #—B @σk
(Inst)
∆k, x : Dkr #            —pΓiq. A{ #—XsrR #—B {Y s $ gk : R #—B (Ind-E)
Γ $ rec x #—g @ idΓ : R #—A @ idΓ _ R #—B @ idΓ (Inst)
Γ, x : R #—A @ idΓ $ rec x #—g @ idΓ @x : R #—B @ idΓ
Finally, we havepCΘp #—Aq “ µpY : Γ _ ˚ ; #—σ ; #—Dqr #            —pΓiq. A{ #—Xs@ idΓ
“ R #—A @ idΓ,
which implies, by the above derivitations, that we indeed have
Γ, x : pCΘp #—Aq $ pCΘp #—t q : pCΘp #—Bq.
• C “ νpY : Γ _ ˚ ; #—σ ; #—Dq. This case is treated analogously to
that for inductive types.
This concludes the induction, thus (5) indeed holds for all C,
#—
A,
#—
B
and #—t .
C. Strong Normalisation
Pre-Types and -Terms
Definition C.1 (Pre-Types). See Fig. 5
Definition C.2 (Pre-Terms). See Fig. 6.
Remark C.3. The intuition for Def. 5.2 can be better understood in
terms of the diagrams that correspond to, for example, the definition
on initial dialgebras. PutR #—A “ µpY : Γ _ ˚ ; #—σ ; #—Dr #            —pΓiq. A{ #—Xsq
and analogous for R #—B . Then
{
µpY : Γ _ ˚ ; #—σ ; #—Dqp #—t q is defined
as the morphism h in the following diagram.
xDk ´ #—A,R #—A¯ xDk ´ #—A,R #—B¯
xDk ´ #—B,R #—B¯
R #—A @σk R #—B @σk
yDk ´ #—id, h¯
αk
yDkp #—t , idq
αk
hrσks
C.1 Soundness proof for saturated sets model
Lemma C.4. For all σ : Γ1 Ź Γ2 and τ : Γ2 Ź Γ3 we haveJτ ‚ σK “ JτK ˝ JσK.
3 Note that the second substitution does not contain a parameter abstraction,
as R #—B is closed.
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(PT)-J$ J : ˚
(PT-TyVar)
Θ, X : Γ _ ˚ | H $ X : Γ _ ˚
Θ | Γ1 $ A : Γ2 _ ˚ (PT-TyWeak)
Θ, X : Γ _ ˚ | Γ1 $ A : Γ2 _ ˚
Θ | Γ1 $ A : Γ2 _ ˚ (PT-Weak)
Θ | Γ1, x $ A : Γ2 _ ˚
Θ | Γ1 $ A : px,Γ2q_ ˚ Γ1 $ t :  (PT-Inst)
Θ | Γ1 $ A@ t : Γ2 _ ˚
Θ | Γ1, x : A $ B : Γ2 _ ˚ (PT-Param-Abstr)
Θ | Γ1 $ pxq. B : px,Γ2q_ ˚
Θ, X : Γ _ ˚ | Γk $ Ak : ˚ σk : Γk Ź Γ k “ 1, . . . , n ρ P tµ, νu (PT-FP)
Θ | H $ ρpX : Γ _ ˚ ; #—σ ; #—Aq : Γ _ ˚
Figure 5. Pre-Types
(PO-J-I)$ ♦ :  Γ1 $ t : px,Γ2q_  Γ1 $ s :  (PO-Inst)Γ1 $ t@ s : Γ2 _ 
x P Var (PO-Proj)
Γ, x $ x :  Γ1 $ t : Γ2 _  (PO-Weak)Γ1, x $ t : Γ2 _ 
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Figure 6. Pre-Terms
Proof. For all ρ : rΓ1sÑ Λ and x P rΓ3s we haveJτ ‚ σKpρqpxq “ pτ ‚ σqpxqrρs “ τpxqrσsrρs
“ JτKpJσKpρqqpxq “ pJτK ˝ JσKqpρqpxq
as required.
Lemma C.5. If Γ1 $ A : Γ2 _ ˚, σ : Γ1ŹΓ2 and ρ P JΓ1K, thenJA@σKpρq “ JAKprρ, JσKpρqsq, where rρ, JσKpρqs P JΓ1,Γ2K is
given by
rρ, JσKpρqs pxq “ #ρpxq, x P rΓ1sJσKpρqpxq, x P rΓ2s .
Proof. Simply by repeatedly applying the case of the semantics of
type instantiations.
The following four lemmas C.6-C.9 are easily proved by induc-
tion in the derivation of the corresponding type A.
Lemma C.6. If Γ1, x : B,Γ2 $ A : ˚ and Γ1 $ t : B, then for
all ρ P JΓ1,Γ2rt{xsK we have JArt{xsK “ JAKpρrx ÞÑ tsq.
Lemma C.7. If Θ | Γ2 $ A : ˚ and σ : Γ1 Ź Γ2, then for all
δ P JΘK and ρ P JΓ1K we have JArσsKpδ, ρq “ JAKpδ, JσKpρqq.
Lemma C.8. If Θ1, X : Γ _ ˚,Θ2 | Γ1 $ A : ˚ and $ B :
Γ _ ˚, then JArB{XsKpδ, ρq “ JAKpδrX ÞÑ JBKs, ρq.
Lemma C.9. If Θ | Γ $ A : ˚ and δ, δ1 P JΘK with δ Ď δ1
(point-wise order), then for all ρ P JΘK
JAKpδ, ρq Ď JAKpδ1, ρq.
Lemma C.10. Let µ “ µpX : Γ _ ˚ ; #—σ ; #—Aq where we have
Θ | H $ µ : Γ _ ˚. If δ P JΘK, ρ P JΓkK and P P JAkKpδrX ÞÑJµKpδqs, ρq, then
αk @ ρ@P P JµKpδ, JσkKpρqq.
Proof. Let δ, ρ and P be given as in the lemma, and put M “
αk @ ρ@P . We need to show for any choice of U P IΓ and
Nk P tJΓkK, JA∆k KpδrX ÞÑ U squy , Jσk ‚ piK˚pUq
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that
K “ rec #                      —pΓk, yq. Nk @ pσk ‚ ρq@M
is in UpJσkKpρqq. Now we define r “ rec #                      —pΓk, yq. Nk and
K 1 “ Nk
”xAkpr@ idΓ @x1qMyırρ, P s
so that K ą K 1. Let us furthermore put
V “ UpJσkKpρqq.
By V P SAT, it suffices to prove that K 1 P V . Note that we
can rearrange the substitution in K 1 to get K 1 “ Nkrρ, P 1s with
P 1 “ xAkpr@ idΓ @x1qrρ, P s.
We get K 1 P V from Nk P tJΓkK, JAkKpδrX ÞÑ U squy ,Jσk ‚ piK˚pUq, provided that ρ P JΓkK and P 1 P JAkKpδrX ÞÑ
U s, ρq. The former is given from the assumption of the lemma. The
latter we get from Lem. 6.11, since we have assumed soundness
for the components of µ and P P JxAkKpρq. Thus we have K 1 “
Nkrρ, P 1s P V .
So by saturation we have K P V “ UpJσkKpρqq for any choice
of U and Nk, thus if follows that M P JµKpδ, JσkKpρqq.
Lemma C.11. Let ν “ νpX : Γ _ ˚ ; #—σ ; #—Aq where we have
Θ | H $ ν : Γ _ ˚. If U P IΓ and δ P JΘK, such that
for all M P Upρq, all k, all ρ P JΓK and all γ P JσkK´1pρq,
ξk @ γ@M P JAkKpδrX ÞÑ U s, γq, then
@ρ. Upρq Ď JνKpδ, ρq.
Proof. This follows immediately from the definition of JνK, just
instantiate the definition with the given U . Then all all M P Upρq
are in JνKpδ, ρq.
Lemma C.12. Let ν “ νpX : Γ _ ˚ ; #—σ ; #—Aq where we have
Θ | H $ ν : Γ _ ˚. If δ P JΘK, U P IΓ, ρ P JΓkK and
Nk P tJΓkK, JσkK˚pUquy , JAkKpδrX ÞÑ U sq
for k “ 1, . . . , n, then
corec
#                      —pΓk, yq. Nk @ ρ@M P JνKpδ, ρq.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lem. C.10 by using that the inter-
pretation of ν-types is a largest fixed point Lem. C.11 and that the
interpretation is monotone Lem. C.9.
Lemma C.13. Suppose C is a type with Θ | Γ1 $ C : Γ2 _ ˚.
If ρ, ρ1 P JΓ1,Γ2K with ρ ÝÑ ρ1, then @δ. JCKpδ, ρq “ JCKpδ, ρ1q.
Furthermore, if C ÝÑ C 1, then JCK “ JC 1K.
Proof. The first part follows by an easy induction, in which the only
interesting case C “ X is. Here we haveJCKpδ, ρq “ δpXqpρq
“ δpXqpρ1q
“ JCKpδ, ρ1q,
since δpXq P IΓi and thus respects conversions.
For the second part, let D be given by replacing all terms in
parameter position in C by variables, so that C “ Drρs for some
substitution ρ. But then there is a ρ1 with ρ ÝÑ ρ1 andC 1 “ Drρ1s,
and the claim follows from the first part.
Proof of Lemma 6.11. We proceed by induction in the derivation of
Θ | Γ $ C : Γ1 _ ˚.
• $ J : ˚ by (J-I). In this case we have that pJpεq “ x P B, thuspJpεq P JCKpδq by by saturation.
• Θ, Xn`1 : Γn`1 _ ˚ | H $ X : Γn`1 _ ˚ by (TyVar-
I). Note that {Xn`1p #—t , tn`1q “ tn`1 and JXn`1Kpδ, σq “
δpXn`1qpσq “ JBn`1Kpσq. thus the claim follows directly
from the assumption of the lemma.
• Θ, X : Γ2 _ ˚ | Γ $ C : Γ1 _ ˚ by (TyVar-Weak).
Immediate by induction.
• Θ | Γ, y : D $ C : Γ1 _ ˚ by (Ty-Weak). Again immediate
by induction.
• Θ | Γ $ C @ r : Γ1rs{xs _ ˚ with Γ $ r : C 1 by (Ty-
Inst). First, we note that σ “ pσ1, σ2q with σ1 : ∆ Ź Γ and
σ2 : ∆ Ź Γ1rσ1, rs. Let us put τ “ pσ1, rrσ1s, σ2q, so that we
have {pC @ rqp #—t qrσ, ss “ pCp #—t qrs{xsrσ, ss
“ pCp #—t qrσ1, rrσ1s, σ2, ss
“ pCp #—t qrτ, ss.
By the assumption of the lemma on parameters we have
rrσ1s P JC 1Kpσ1q, and thus τ P JΓ, x : C 1rσ1s,Γ1rσ1, rrσ1ssK,
which gives JC @ rKpδ, σq “ JCKpδ, τq. By induction, we havepCp #—t qrτ, ss P JCKpδ, τq, and{pC @ rqp #—t qrσ, ss P JC @ rKpδ, σq
follows.
• Θ | Γ1 $ pxq. B : px : A,Γ2q _ ˚ by (Param-Abstr).
Immediate by induction.
• Θ | H $ µpY : Γ _ ˚ ; #—τ ; #—Dq : Γ _ ˚ by (FP-Ty). We
abbreviate, as before, this type just by µ. Recall the definition
of pµ: pµp #—t q “ recRA #                      —p∆k, xq. gk @ idΓ @x
with gk “ αk @ id∆k @
´xDk ` #—t , y˘¯
and RA “ µr #              —pΓiq. Ai{ #—Xs
for Θ, Y : Γ _ ˚ | ∆k $ Dk : ˚
Now, put δ1 “ δrY ÞÑ JRBKs, then we have by induction thatxDkp #—t , yqrid∆k , ys P JDkKpδ1, id∆k q. Since idΓk P SN we
have by Lem. C.10 for all ρ P J∆k, xDkp #—A,RBqK that gkrρs PJµKpδ, JτkKpρqq. By assumption, we have s P JRAKpσq, hence
by choosing U “ JRBK in the definition of JRAK we findpµp #—t qrσ, ss P JRBKpσq “ JµKpδ, σq.
• Θ | H $ νpY : Γ _ ˚ ; #—τ ; #—Dq : Γ _ ˚ by (FP-Ty).
Analagous to the inductive case, only that we use Lem. C.12.
Proof of Lemma 6.13. We proceed by induction in the type deriva-
tion for t. Since t does not have any parameters, we only have to
deal with fully applied terms and will thus leave out the case for
instantiation in the induction. Instead, we will have cases for fully
instantiated α, ξ, etc. So let ρ P JΓK and proceed by the cases for t.
• ♦ P JJKpρq by definition.
• For Γ, x : A $ x : A we have xrρs “ ρpxq. By definition ofJΓ, x : AK, we have ρpxq P JΓ $ A : ˚Kpρ|rΓsq “ JΓ, x : A $
A : ˚ Kpρq. Thus xrρs P JAKpρq as required.
• Weakening is dealt with immediately by induction.
• If t is of typeB by (Conv), then by induction t P JAKpρq. Since
by Lem. C.13 JBKpρq “ JAKpρq, we have t P JBKpρq.
• Suppose we are given µ “ µpX : Γ _ ˚ ; #—σ ; #—Aq and
∆ $ αk @ τ @ t : µrσk ‚ τ s with τ : ∆ Ź Γ and ∆ $ t :
Akrµ{Xsrτ s.
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Then, by induction, we have t P JAkKpX ÞÑ JµK, τq and
soundness for the components of µ, thus by Lem. C.10
αk @ τ @ t P JµKpJσk ‚ τKpρqq “ Jµrσk ‚ τ sKpρq.
• Suppose we have µ “ µpX : Γ _ ˚ ; #—σ ; #—Aq and ∆ $
recµ
#                    —pΓk, xq. gk @ τ @ t : C @ τ . Then by induction we get
from ∆ $ t : µrτ s that t P Jµrτ sKpρq, hence if we chose
U “ JC @ τK and Nk “ gk the definition of JµK yields
recµ
#                    —pΓk, xq. gk @ τ @ t P JC @ τKpρq.
• Suppose ν “ νpX : Γ _ ˚ ; #—σ ; #—Aq and ∆ $ ξk @ τ @ t :
Akrν{Xsrτ s with τ : ∆ Ź Γk and ∆ $ t : νrσk ‚ τ s.
By induction, t P Jνrσk ‚ τ sKpρq thus there is a U such
that ξk @ τ @ t P JAkKpX ÞÑ U, JτKpρqq. By Lem. C.11 and
Lem. C.9 we then have ξk @ τ @ t P JAkKpX ÞÑ JνK, JτKpρqq.
Since JAkKpX ÞÑ JνK, JτKpρqq “ JAkrν{Xsrτ sKpρq, the claim
follows.
• For corec-terms we just apply Lem. C.12, similar to the αk-
case.
This concludes the induction, thus the interpretation of types is
sound with respect to the typing judgement for terms.
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